A family-owned marine brokerage firm
with a passion for the sea
and the ships that work on it
International Marine Consultancy brings forty years of experience to helping shipowners, charterers and contractors
find answers to the logistical and practical problems posed by complex marine projects.

Fast and cost-effective solutions to complex
problems in towage, salvage and chartering.

We are available
24 hours a day anywhere
in the world.
Brokerage of floating plant for inland,
coastal and offshore operations
International and domestic towage
Supervision of offshore projects
Emergency salvage and towage
Heavy-lift consultancy
Ship sale and purchase (S&P)

Local knowledge, all over the world
When the personnel of an offshore construction site in the north African region were faced
with visa difficulties recently, the project risked delay or even cancellation.
Thanks to our contacts and knowledge of the area, we were able to alter the crew change
arrangements with minimum interruption to the work, allowing the project to continue on
schedule.

IMC brings creative solutions
to unique problems, cutting
project costs and time, reducing
complexity, and building trust
through transparency.
Founded in 1996, we are brokers for the sale and purchase of
new and second hand tugs, barges, jack-ups and other floating
equipment.
We charter vessels for offshore renewable energy projects,
reclamation works, aggregate transport, civil contracts and towage.
Based in Antwerp, Belgium, we operate worldwide to arrange the
prompt and safe transport by sea and river of vital components for
a variety of maritime projects.
As agents, we can dispatch tugs at short notice for the salvage and
towage of vessels in distress, preventing loss of life, property, and
cargo.
We supervise the legal, financial and recruitment aspects of all
kinds of marine projects.
Clients or business friends? Over the years, IMC has acquired
many customers who have become faithful friends of the business.
We prize customer loyalty as a marker of the effectiveness and
quality of our services.

Crisis response
In 2009, a VLCC lost power at the height of a storm in the
South China Sea. This emergency presented the shipowner
with urgent problems and risks.
IMC is available 24 hours a day, and has a global network
of contacts.
When the vessel owners contacted us, we acted
immediately to commission local tug operators on the
other side of the world.
They were able to secure the large vessel quickly, while we
monitored the operation from start to finish.
As a result, the vessel was brought to safety, the crew was
saved from harm,
the cargo was secured and financial loss was prevented.

Towage & Salvage Specialists • Sale & Purchase • Heavy-Lift Transports • Offshore Projects • Brokerage

A single point of contact
for complex marine projects
International Marine Consultancy provides a
complete package of services, bringing experience
of all aspects of challenging marine projects and
overseeing them from start to finish.
Our access to a global network of local agents and
contacts means we can assemble legal, financial and
crewing expertise, gather resources on the ground,
plan projects and follow them through to completion.

Marine businesses of
all kinds call on IMC for
logistical help and advice.
Clients include
Dredging contractors
Renewable energy developers
Ship owners and charterers
Turnkey contractors for the oil and gas sectors
Port authorities
Construction companies
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